ABSTRACT Star-to-star dispersion of r-process elements has been observed in a significant number of old, metal-poor globular clusters. We investigate early-time neutron-star mergers as the mechanism for this enrichment. Through both numerical modeling and analytical arguments, we show that neutron-star mergers cannot be induced through dynamical interactions early in the history of the cluster, even when the most liberal assumptions about neutron-star segregation are assumed. Therefore, if neutron-star mergers are the primary mechanism for r-process dispersion in globular clusters, they likely result from the evolution of isolated, primordial binaries in the clusters. Through population modeling of double neutron-star progenitors, we find that most enrichment candidates are fast-merging systems that undergo a phase of mass transfer involving a naked He-star donor. Only models where a significant number of double neutron stars proceed through this phase give rise to enrichment fractions that are comparable to the observed number of enriched globular clusters. Under various assumptions for the initial properties of globular clusters, we find if the secondary phase of mass transfer from a naked He-star donor proceeds stably (unstably), a neutron-star merger with the potential for enrichment will occur in ∼ 2 − 12% (∼ 4 − 25%) of globular clusters. The strong anti-correlation between the pre-supernova orbital separation and post-supernova systemic velocity due to mass loss in the supernova leads to efficient ejection of most enrichment candidates from their host clusters. Thus, most enrichment events occur shortly after the double neutron stars are born. This requires star-forming gas that can absorb the r-process ejecta to be present in the globular cluster 30-50 Myr after the initial burst of star formation. If scenarios for redistributing gas in globular clusters cannot act on these timescales, the number of neutron-star merger enrichment candidates drops severely, and it is likely that another mechanism, such as r-process enrichment from collapsars, is at play.
INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical mechanisms for synthesizing the heaviest elements in the Universe are poorly understood, yet essential in explaining nucleosynthetic abundances observable today. Roughly half the elements heavier than iron are formed through the rapid capture of neutrons in a dense, neutronrich environment, known as r-process nucleosynthesis (e.g., Cowan et al. 2019; Kajino et al. 2019) . In these environments, the rate of neutron capture overcomes the rate of β-decay of radioactive nuclei, which converts the heavy nuclei into more stable isotopes with higher atomic numbers. * zevin@u.northwestern.edu
Once the prevalent paradigm, regular core-collapse supernovae (CCSNe) are now strongly disfavored both theoretically (Qian & Woosley 1996; Thompson et al. 2001; Roberts et al. 2012; Martínez-Pinedo et al. 2012 ) and observationally (Wallner et al. 2015; Hotokezaka et al. 2015) as a production site for heavy r-process elements. Furthermore, the discrepancy between the abundance spreads of Fe compared to heavy r-process elements such as Eu and La in the spectra of many metal-poor stars would be difficult to explain in the standard CCSNe r-process scenario, as such stellar explosions would likely introduce similarly high levels of Fe species into r-process enhanced stars (e.g., Ito et al. 2009; Placco et al. 2015) . Specifically in the context of globular clusters (GCs), the homogeneous iron-group abundances and inhhomogeneous r-process abundances, as well as the fact that the internal spread of r-process elements is not correlated with light element dispersion, disfavors regular CCSNe as the production sites for r-process elements (Roederer 2011) .
The neutron-rich ejecta from neutron-star mergers (NSMs) is theorized to fill these open gaps in the periodic table, polluting the universe with the heaviest naturally-occurring elements (Lattimer & Schramm 1974 , 1976 Eichler et al. 1989; Meyer 1989; Davies et al. 1994; Ruffert et al. 1997; Rosswog & Liebend 1999; Freiburghaus et al. 1999) . Over the last two decades, numerical simulations of the merger and postmerger phase have revealed numerous mechanisms by which neutron-rich material is ejected from these systems, including dynamical ejecta of tidal and shock-heated nature (Ruffert et al. 1997; Rosswog & Liebend 1999; Oechslin et al. 2007; Hotokezaka et al. 2013) , neutrino-driven and magnetically driven winds from a (meta-)stable remnant (Dessart et al. 2009; Siegel et al. 2014; Ciolfi et al. 2017) , and outflows from a post-merger accretion disk (Fernández & Metzger 2013; Just et al. 2015; Siegel & Metzger 2017) . The fact that NSMs can indeed synthesize r-process elements was corroborated in August 2017 -the discovery of GW170817 and observations of the subsequent kilonova explosion (Abbott et al. 2017a ) provided unequivocal evidence that NSMs are a site for heavy r-process nucleosynthesis (e.g., Chornock et al. 2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Tanvir et al. 2017) . If NSMs are the main channel for heavy r-process enrichment (cf. Abbott et al. 2017b; Côté et al. 2017; Hotokezaka et al. 2018) , r-process abundances in various astrophysical environments can thus probe the veiled physical mechanisms of binary stellar evolution, the rates of compact object mergers, and dynamical processes.
Globular clusters (GCs) are one intriguing environment where r-process enhanced, metal-poor stars have been observed, with a significant number of GCs exhibiting starto-star dispersion of r-process species such as Eu and La (e.g., Sneden et al. 1997; Roederer & Sneden 2011; Roederer 2011; Sobeck et al. 2011; Worley et al. 2013) . The tight correlation between the abundance ratios [La/Fe] and [Eu/Fe] indicate this enrichment is unlikely from s-process, since this would result in a much higher dispersion in [La/Fe] compared to [Eu/Fe] (Roederer 2011) . Furthermore, measurements of [Pb/Eu] ratios also indicate that these clusters have negligible dispersion of s-process elements (e.g., Yong et al. 2006; Yong & Grundahl 2008; Sobeck et al. 2011; Roederer & Sneden 2011) . Therefore, the astrophysical mechanism for introducing r-process elements must be inefficient at sprocess production, or the dispersion of s-process elements is washed out from other, more frequent events.
From a sample of 11 GCs examined in Roederer (2011) , 4 GCs showed clear signs of large r-process dispersion, 5 GCs showed no dispersion, and 2 GCs were more ambiguous with smaller levels of dispersion. Though this sample is inadequate to make any definitive statements about the percentage of GCs that exhibit r-process enhancement, these numbers can be used as a rough estimate. Since this feature is apparent in a significant number of GCs but not ubiquitous across the full population, the mechanism for introducing r-process dispersion into these environments must occur in some, but not all, GCs.
These observations have a few immediate consequences. First, they indicate some kind of extended or secondary star formation episode early in the history of the GC, leading to stellar populations with distinct chemical abundances due to astrophysical processes that transpired over this time. Second, there must be an interstellar medium (ISM) in the young GC with a high enough density to reduce the energy and momentum from the relativistic r-process ejecta to prevent it from leaving the GC (Komiya & Shigeyama 2016) . Third, to provide this dense ISM, there is likely a mechanism of replenish the natal GC environment with gas for forming a second generation of stars (such as AGB ejecta; Bekki & Tsujimoto 2017) , as early-time SNe of massive stars will efficiently remove the natal gas embedded in the GC. Last, since GCs are believed to form the majority of their stars within the first 10-100 Myr after formation (for recent reviews on star formation episodes and the formation of multiple stellar populations in GCs, see e.g., Gratton et al. 2012; Bastian & Lardo 2018) , the enrichment mechanism had to proceed on a relatively rapid timescale.
If NSMs are assumed to be responsible for the r-process enrichment in the second generation of stars formed in GCs, there are multiple stringent constraints on the properties of double neutron-star (DNS) systems at birth, most notably inspiral times and post-SN systemic velocities. Given the shallow gravitational potential expected of GC progenitors of the order of ∼ 10 -100 km s −1 and small physical sizes of only a few pc, if the newly-formed DNSs attain appreciable post-SN systemic velocities they are typically ejected and must rapidly merge before fully evacuating the cluster environment. On the contrary, if newly formed NSs receive small enough kicks to remain in the cluster environment, they still must merge before the cluster is void of the gas that will form the second generation of (enriched) stars. This is also difficult, as the lower kicks will impart less eccentricity into the newly-formed DNS, resulting in a prolonged inspiral time. Dynamical interactions may also play a role in expediting NSMs in GCs (e.g., Grindlay et al. 2006; Lee et al. 2010) , though once again these will need to have a significant impact early in the cluster lifetime. Though the NSM scenario for r-process enhancement has been explored in other environments such as ultra-faint dwarf galaxies (UFDGs; e.g., Safarzadeh et al. 2018) , GCs provide a unique and complimentary probe for investigating NSMs as the primary site for r-process enrichment due to their vastly different physical sizes and masses, shorter star formation timescales, and the possible role of dynamical encounters.
In this paper, we examine multiple scenarios for rapid rprocess enrichment in GCs using both of semi-analytic arguments and numerical modeling. In Section 2, we investigate NSMs produced by dynamical interactions, finding that this channel does not contribute to NSMs at early times. Section 3 examines the impact that compact binaries formed from isolated primordial stellar pairs could have on enrichment. We find that primordial binary evolution can only explain the observed r-process enrichment if systems are allowed to proceed through a phase of mass transfer (MT) involving a naked He-star donor. Though the stability of MT and survival of DNS progenitors during this phase is highly uncertain (Ivanova et al. 2003; Belczynski et al. 2008; Dominik et al. 2012; Tauris et al. 2015; Kruckow et al. 2016) , we find that even if MT proceeds stably an appreciable number of NSM enrichment candidates are produced. In Section 4, we discuss the effect that MT and SNe prescriptions have on the enrichment candidates in our models, review the implication of our results on the properties of GC progenitors and star formation timescales, compare our results to other environments that have observed r-process enhanced stars, and suggest alternative scenarios that may lead to r-process enhancement in GCs. Finally, we highlight our main conclusions in Section 5.
DYNAMICAL ASSEMBLY OF DNS SYSTEMS
GCs host interesting and complex dynamics between stars and compact objects. Through dynamical friction, the most massive objects in a cluster sink to its core, where they readily take part in strong gravitational interactions. These interactions can induce rapid mergers of compact objects (e.g., Samsing et al. 2014; Rodriguez et al. 2016; Askar et al. 2017; Banerjee 2017; Giesler et al. 2018; Hong et al. 2018; Fragione et al. 2018; Rodriguez et al. 2018a; Zevin et al. 2018; Kremer et al. 2019b ). However, via energy equipartition, as the most massive objects migrate to the cluster core, lighter objects move further away from the cluster center. As a consequence, black holes shape the dynamical evolution of the lower-mass (M 1 M ) main sequence stars and, because these lighter stars make up the bulk of the total cluster mass, the cluster as a whole (e.g., Mackey et al. 2007 Mackey et al. , 2008 Kremer et al. 2018; Askar et al. 2018) . At early times when a large black hole population is present, black holes therefore inhibit the dynamical segregation of the NSs that could potentially merge and enrich the cluster with r-process elements. Nevertheless, it has been argued that dense stellar environments such as nuclear star clusters in the early universe can yield an appreciable rate of dynamically-assembled NSMs and possible explain the r-process enhancement of metal-poor stars .
Over time, black holes will be ejected from the cluster through strong encounters with other black holes in the core (e.g., Spitzer 1987; Kulkarni et al. 1993; Sigurdsson & Phinney 1993; Morscher et al. 2015) , allowing other lighter objects to follow suit and migrate toward the core through a similar segregation process, ultimately leading to cluster core-collapse (e.g., Kremer et al. 2019a ). The depletion of black holes in the core also permits the segregation of NSs to the cluster core which leads to an increased formation rate of millisecond pulsars, DNSs and NSMs (Ye et al. 2019) .
Mass segregation timescales can be approximated by the time necessary for a GC to settle into equilibrium. The halfmass relaxation time is given by
where M c is the total cluster mass, m is the average stellar mass, R h is the half-mass radius, and ln Λ is the Coulomb logarithm, where Λ 0.4 N for GCs with N being the total number of stars (Spitzer 1987) . For simple dynamical friction in a two-component model, the mass segregation timescale is
where m i is the mass of the segregating population (Spitzer 1987) . For a typical cluster with M c 4 × 10 5 M , m 1 M , R h 1 pc, and N 8 × 10 5 , the half-mass relaxation time is t relax 100 Myr (Meylan & Heggie 1997; Gurkan et al. 2004) . Therefore, by Eq. (2), 30 M black holes segregate in t BH ms 3 × 10 6 yr, whereas 1 M neutron stars segregate in t NS ms 10 8 yr. To investigate this channel numerically, we model GCs using the Hénon-style Monte Carlo code, CMC (Hénon 1971a,b; Joshi et al. 2000 Joshi et al. , 2001 Fregeau et al. 2003; Pattabiraman et al. 2013; Chatterjee et al. 2010 Chatterjee et al. , 2013 Rodriguez et al. 2015) . This code monitors and evolves the global properties of the GC via two-body relaxation, while accounting for binary stellar evolution (using updated versions of the SSE and BSE codes; Hurley et al. 2000 Hurley et al. , 2002 and small-N gravitational encounters using the Fewbody package (Fregeau et al. 2004; Fregeau & Rasio 2007) , which now includes postNewtonion effects in N-body integrations (Antognini et al. 2014; Amaro-Seoane & Chen 2016; Rodriguez et al. 2018b ). We record all strong encounters between objects, tracking the times at which new compact binary pairs are formed and calculating the gravitational-wave inspiral times of binaries synthesized due to these dynamical encounters.
We simulate two clusters -one with typical GC properties and one with a number of liberal assumptions in attempt to eliminate black holes from the environment so NSs will segregate to the cluster cores and interact as rapidly as possible. In this liberal model, we assume black holes have no mass fallback following the SN at their formation and receive full NS natal kicks and truncate the initial mass function (IMF) at 20 M (which corresponds to a remnant mass of ∼5-8 M at low metallicities; Giacobbo et al. 2018 ). This acts to reduce the number of black holes that are created from the initial stellar population, and efficiently eject those that do happen to form. Furthermore, we reduce all NS natal kicks, drawing their magnitude from a Maxwellian with a dispersion of 20 km s −1 . Figure 1 shows the time that compact binaries are dynamically formed in these models compared to their inspiral times. The sum of these two quantities approximates the time in the history of the cluster at which these compact binaries would merge, and in the case of systems with a NS component, possibly enrich the cluster with r-process material.
As expected, in the standard model binary black holes are the dominant dynamically-induced systems and inhibit the formation of other types of compact binaries for most of the GC lifetime. Only a small number of black holes merge within 100 Myr of the formation of the GC, and none merge within 10 Myr. Primordial mass segregation in star clusters may help expedite dynamically-induced black hole mergers (e.g., Parker 2018; Alfaro & Román-Zúñiga 2018) , though the interaction rate of other types of compact objects will be stifled until the higher-mass black hole population is processed and ejected.
In our liberal model that artificially removes black holes and amplifies the number of retained NSs, we still do not find NS mergers until a few Gyr after cluster formationfar too late to enrich a second generation of stars with rprocess material. Though black holes are efficiently removed from the cluster in this model, the 1-2 M NS masses are still less massive than the subsiding main-sequence stars. Therefore, mass segregation is still inefficient for ∼ 3 Gyr until these stars finish their main sequence evolution. Though neutron star-black hole (NSBH) systems may also play a role in enrichment in our liberal model, the NSBH rate is lower than the DNS rate and they share similar inspiral time distributions, hence NSBH enrichment should be subdominant. We therefore conclude that dynamical interactions in GCs do not contribute to early-time NSMs, and therefore it is unlikely that dynamics plays a significant role enhancing second-generation GC stars with r-process.
MERGERS FROM PRIMORDIAL CLUSTER BINARIES
We next investigate the NSMs of primordial binaries following their isolated binary stellar evolution.
1 To pollute the cluster with r-process elements within the first ∼10-100 Myr after formation, DNSs must acquire short inspiral times through tight orbital separations and/or significant orbital eccentricities at birth. The standard picture by which compact binaries achieve hardened orbits during isolated binary evolution is via one (or more) common envelopes (CEs) -where one of the stars experiences Roche-lobe overflow (RLO) and unstable MT, enveloping both bodies in the outer layers of the donor star and exerting a drag on the orbiting binary system. This causes the binary to spiral inwards and harden its orbit (e.g., Andrews et al. 2015; Tauris et al. 2017; Chruslinska et al. 2018) . For compact binaries that merge within a Hubble time, a CE phase will typically need to occur after one of the stars in the system has already evolved into a compact object so that the orbit can harden sufficiently without the bodies coming into contact and merging. Though the system circularizes following this evolutionary stage, eccentricity imparted into the system via the SN that forms the second NS will further reduce the gravitational-wave inspiral time.
Enrichment efficiency
In addition to altering the orbital properties of the compact binary, the second SN can significantly kick the system through a combination of asymmetries in the explosion mechanism (the natal kick) and from mass-loss of the exploding star (the Blaauw kick; Blaauw 1961). The post-SN center-of-mass velocity is referred to as the systemic velocity. Given a final mass M f = m 1 + m 2 and initial mass M i = m 1 + m 2 + ∆M SN where m 1 , m 2 , and ∆M SN are the primary NS mass, secondary NS mass, and mass lost during the SN of the secondary, we can write the magnitude of the post-SN systemic velocity as
where v k is the magnitude of the natal kick, v r is the relative orbital velocity between the two objects prior to SN, and v k is the component of the natal kick aligned with the instantaneous orbital velocity of the exploding star (e.g., Kalogera 1996) .
We consider DNS systems viable r-process polluters if the system merges within some enrichment radius of the cluster, R enrich , and within the typical timescale of star formation in GCs, ∆τ SF . This can happen in two general ways: (i) the post-SN systemic velocity is greater than the cluster escape speed, but the DNS merges before leaving the cluster environment and (ii) the post-SN systemic velocity is less than the cluster escape speed, and the DNS delay time is less than ∆τ SF . To derive an approximate escape velocity, we assume the mass distribution in our fiducial clusters follow a Plummer profile (Plummer 1911) :
where M c is the mass of the cluster and R p is the Plummer radius. Given a Plummer radius, we assume DNS systems form at the half-mass radius, which is r h ≈ 1.3R p for a Plummer sphere. The escape velocity is thus
where Φ p is the gravitational potential of the Plummer model. Though this is a simplistic description for the true potential of a young GC, we find our results to be robust to changes in the form of the potential since the post-SN systemic velocity of most enrichment candidates greatly exceeds the GC escape velocity.
Assuming negligible deceleration from the gravitational potential, if v sys > v esc , the time it takes for the DNS to go beyond the enrichment radius of the cluster is
We typically assume that the enrichment radius R enrich = R vir ≈ 1.7R p (e.g., Zwart et al. 2010 ), though later we will relax this assumption. Alternatively, systems that remain bound to the cluster after being kicked and merge within ∆τ SF are also viable r-process polluters. The delay time is defined as t delay = t DNS + t insp , where t DNS is the time from zero-age main sequence (ZAMS) of the DNS progenitors to DNS formation and t insp is the DNS inspiral time due to gravitational-wave emission (Peters 1964) . We therefore categorize DNS systems that remain bound as viable polluters if t delay < ∆τ SF . Thus, the DNS enrichment efficiency is
where N DNS is the number of total number DNS systems, Θ is the Heaviside step function, and
Neutron-star natal kicks
Proper motions of isolated pulsars in the Milky Way indicate that many NSs receive large natal kicks at birth on the order of a few hundred km s −1 (Fryer & Kalogera 1997; Hobbs et al. 2005 ; Bray & Eldridge 2018). As described above, the post-SN systemic velocity of DNS systems is affected by the natal kick, and it has been shown analytically that strong natal kicks can lead to systemic velocities that are 50% larger than the pre-SN orbital velocity (Kalogera 1996) . Large natal kicks will more often disrupt the binary and therefore decrease DNS formation rates (Tauris & Takens 1998) , though particular orientations and magnitudes of the natal kick, pre-SN orbital velocity, and mass loss in the SN can result in bound systems (Wex et al. 2002) . Since the escape speeds of GCs are typically a few tens of km s −1 , DNSs in relatively tight pre-SN orbits that are not disrupted from standard CCSNe natal kicks will usually lead to post-SN systemic velocities that unbind the systems from their host cluster.
Evidence for some NSs receiving lower natal kicks has been determined by examining the proper motions of both the isolated NS population (Brisken et al. 2002) and galactic DNSs (Wong et al. 2010; Schwab et al. 2010; Beniamini & Piran 2016; Tauris et al. 2017) . These lower kick magnitudes of a few tens of km s −1 are predicted for DNSs that explode due to electron capture in a strongly degenerate ONeMg core, known as electron-capture SNe (ECSNe; Miyaji et al. 1980; Nomoto 1984 Nomoto , 1987 . ECSNe are typically assumed to occur when a star has a He core mass of around 2 M at the base of the AGB branch (cf. Ivanova et al. 2008) , though the extent and placement of this range is debated (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004) . This pathway will make it more likely for the DNS to remain bound to the cluster (as well as survive the SN), since lower natal kicks and smaller amounts of mass loss lead to smaller post-SN systemic velocities. However, the eccentricities imparted into the system from the SN will likewise be smaller, increasing the typical inspiral time.
In the models described in the following section, we therefore apply a bimodal distribution for natal kick magnitudes. Standard CCSNe have natal kicks drawn from a Maxwellian distribution with scale parameter σ high = 265 km s −1 (Hobbs et al. 2005) , whereas for stars with He core masses at the base of the AGB branch in the range 1.4 M ≤ m core ≤ 2.5 M , which are predicted to undergo ECSNe (Pfahl et al. 2002; Podsiadlowski et al. 2004 ), we draw natal kicks from a Maxwellian distribution with σ low = 20 km s −1 . Another possible mechanism for stifling natal kicks of DNSs is by significantly stripping the atmosphere of the progenitor star via binary interactions prior to the SN, a scenario known as ultrastripped SNe (USSNe, Tauris et al. 2013 ), which we also take into account in one of our population models detailed below.
Population models
To determine DNS , we simulate multiple populations of merging DNSs using the COSMIC population synthesis code (Breivik et al. 2019) .
2 COSMIC is a modified version of BSE (Hurley et al. 2002) , which relies on polynomial fitting formulae for single stellar evolution (Hurley et al. 2000) and includes physical prescriptions for binary evolutionary processes such as tidal evolution, MT, CEs, and gravitationalwave decay (Hurley et al. 2002) . COSMIC is updated to include state-of-the-art prescriptions for mass-loss in O and B stars (Vink et al. 2001) , metallicity dependence in the evolution of Wolf-Rayet stars (Vink & de Koter 2005) , new prescriptions for fallback and post-SN remnant masses , variable prescriptions for the CE λ parameter (Claeys et al. 2014) , as well as prescriptions for ECSNe (Podsiadlowski et al. 2004) , USSNe (Tauris et al. 2015) , and (pulsational) pair instability SNe (Woosley 2016) . In addition, COSMIC determines when particular populations of compact binaries have been adequately sampled by repeatedly checking for convergence in the distributions of various binary properties (Breivik et al. 2019) .
One aspect of binary evolution that we focus on in particular is the onset, stability, and outcome of MT that results from a post-He main sequence star overflowing its Roche lobe, known as Case BB MT (Delgado & Thomas 1981; Dewi et al. 2002; Ivanova et al. 2003; Tauris et al. 2013) . Case BB MT is believed to occur during the He-burning analog of the 2 cosmic-popsynth.github.io Hertzprung gap (HG), when core He burning has ceased and shell burning causes the star to expand. Initially, it was assumed that RLO from low-mass He stars that entered the HG was unstable and led to a successful CE phase (Belczyński et al. 2002) , causing the spiral-in of the already-formed NS and the core of the He-star donor. Later, Ivanova et al. (2003) demonstrated with detailed stellar evolution simulations that most unstable MT during this evolutionary phase leads to delayed dynamical instability and merger, and for DNS progenitors the MT typically proceeds stably during He-shell burning. More recent work by Tauris et al. (2015) has confirmed this, and that the stability may be even more prevalent in DNS progenitors. This phase of binary evolution has important implications on fast-merging DNSs; Case BB MT is predicted to lead to the extremely hardened DNS systems at formation with orbital periods of 10 −2 days, which in the most extreme cases corresponds to inspiral times of O(10 3 ) yr (e.g., Vigna-Gómez et al. 2018) .
The five models we explore in this study cover a range of uncertainties in binary evolution by varying certain aspects of Case BB MT, the onset of CE evolution, survival through CEs, and natal kick prescriptions. In addition to providing astrophysically-motivated distributions of post-SN orbital properties and systemic velocities, they track the total sampled binary mass necessary to generate our population of DNSs. In all models we assume that all stars form in a single burst of star formation with a metallicity of Z /20:
A) Standard BSE model, which allows for evolved He stars to proceed through a successful CE. NS masses are calculated using the Delayed prescription from Fryer et al. (2012) . 3 For naked He stars, we adopt maximum mass ratios for stable MT from Ivanova et al. (2003) : q crit = 1.7 for main sequence naked He stars (denoted as stellar type k = 7 in BSE) and q crit = 3.5 for HG or giant branch naked He stars (k = 8, 9). Other stellar types use the default BSE q crit values. B) Same as Model A, except SNe that immediately follow a CE phase use the post-CE masses and orbital separations. By default, BSE uses the post-CE separation and pre-CE mass, which includes the mass of the ejected envelope. More details can be found in Appendix A.
C) Same as Model B, except that unstable MT from donor stars without a well-developed core-envelope structure always lead to a merger. This is also assumed to be the case for donors in the HG, since they lack a clear entropy jump at the core-envelope boundary (Ivanova & Taam 2004) . This is analogous to the pessimistic Post-SN properties of DNS systems that merge within a Hubble time from binary population synthesis models with varying assumptions (see Section 3.3 and Appendix A for details). Black lines distinguish systems that are enrichment candidates for three assumed cluster virial radii: solid, dashed and dotted correspond to 1 pc, 3 pc, and 10 pc, respectively. The diagonal component of the black lines marks a constant travel distance as a function of vsys, the vertical black lines mark the cluster escape velocity (assuming a GC progenitor mass of 10 6 M , and the horizontal black lines mark maximum inspiral time (assuming ∆τSF = 100 Myr). Systems that fall below and to the left of the black lines are viable enrichment candidates assuming a virial radius of 1 pc (red), 3 pc (blue), and 10 pc (green), and are colored the same in both the left and right panels in a given row. For the remainder of the systems, purple points mark where the secondary star went through a stage of stable or unstable Case BB MT, and gray points mark systems where the secondary star went through only one CE.
CE model in Belczynski et al. (2008) , and drastically limits the number of short-period systems since it eliminates potential DNS progenitors that would have otherwise gone through a phase of Case BB MT. D) Same as Model C, except orbital properties and massloss following MT with a He-star donor are calculated according to the fitting formulae in Tauris et al. (2015) . The modeling in Tauris et al. (2015) finds that MY involving an evolved He-star donor typically proceeds stably and does not initiate a CE phase.
E) Same as Model D, except all systems that undergo Case BB RLO are assumed to become ultra-stripped and receive the same natal kicks as ECSNe.
The time between ZAMS and DNS formation (t DNS ) for our population of DNS ranges from ≈ 11-68 Myr, with a median value of t DNS = 41 Myr. When calculating t delay for an individual system, which factors into the DNS enrichment efficiency DNS , we use the t DNS found from our modeling of that system, and integrate its post-SN semi-major axis and eccentricity according to Peters (1964) to determine t insp . Figure 2 shows the orbital properties immediately following the second SN for all DNSs that merge within a Hubble time in our population models, as well as the corresponding post-SN systemic velocity and inspiral times. Black lines separate DNS systems that are viable enrichment candidates (lower left) from those that either merge outside the cluster or after the star formation has ceased (upper right) for three assumed cluster sizes. Therefore, the enrichment fraction DNS from Eq. (7) is given by the fraction of systems that lie to the lower left of these lines. For the remainder of the population, systems that undergo a Case BB MT phase are colored in purple whereas those that proceed through only a single CE after the first NS formed (typically during the hydrogen giant branch of the secondary) are in gray. Systems that undergo Case BB MT provide the largest contribution to DNS , otherwise viable enrichment candidates can only result from systems that are kicked into an extremely eccentric orbit at birth (e.g., the small number of red points in Model C). However, as shown in Eq. (3), the post-SN systemic velocity scales with the orbital velocity of the binary prior to SN. Therefore, harder pre-SN binaries will have larger Blaauw kicks; this anti-correlation between systemic velocity and inspiral time for the Case BB systems in evident in Figure 2 .
Enrichment fraction from primordial DNSs
To calculate the fraction of GCs we expect to exhibit rprocess dispersion, we must first determine whether a single NSM can distribute enough r-process material to enrich the stars in a GC. The total Eu mass of a GC can be roughly estimated by M Eu ≈ X Eu, 10
[Eu/H] M gas , where X Eu, is the solar Eu mass fraction and M gas is the mass of intra-cluster gas in which the r-process was mixed into. For typical values, we have
where we have used the solar abundances from Arnould et al. (2007) , which amounts to ∼ 4 × 10 −6 M assuming typical GC abundances from Roederer (2011) . Assuming that a NSM can eject ≈ 0.05 M of r-process material as in GW170817 (Cowperthwaite et al. 2017; Chornock et al. 2017; Kasen et al. 2017; Villar et al. 2017) , which translates into a Eu mass of M Eu ≈ 5.2 × 10 −5 M assuming a solar abundance pattern starting at mass number A = 69 (Arnould et al. 2007 ). We therefore conclude that a single NSM may be sufficient to enrich the second generation of stars in a typical GC.
Each model in Figure 2 is synthesized using a sample of binaries far larger than the stellar mass of a young GC. To quantify the typical number of NSMs that will pollute a single GC of mass M c , we must multiply DNS by the mass fraction of stars that become DNSs, and scale this number by the typical stellar mass of a young GC. Since our models only simulate populations of binary systems, to convert to a total stellar mass we must also choose a reasonable initial binary fraction. Though over half of all high-mass stars in young stellar clusters are found in binary pairs (Sana et al. 2011) , there is significant uncertainty in the initial binary fraction of high-mass stars in GCs (Ivanova et al. 2005) . Since low-mass stars dominate the IMF, 4 we use a binary fraction in GCs of f bin = 0.1, which is supported by observations of GCs (e.g., Rubenstein & Bailyn 1997; Bellazzini et al. 2002; Lucatello et al. 2015; Ji & Bregman 2015) and has been shown through numerical modeling to reproduce present-day binary fractions (Hurley 2007; Chatterjee et al. 2010) . Therefore, the fraction of GCs that have an enrichment event from NSMs is
where M samp is the total mass of binaries sampled in our population model. The enrichment fraction for our five population models using multiple assumptions for R enrich and M c are in Table 1.   5 4 Assuming a Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001 ) and a stellar mass range of 0.05M ≤ M ≤ 300M , stars above 8M only account for ∼13% of the total stellar mass. 5 We do not consider NSBH mergers in our enrichment fraction calculations. The upper limit on the NSBH merger rate density measured by LIGOVirgo is already lower than the median DNS merger rate density (Abbott et al. 2018) . The mass fraction of binary stars that result in NSBH mergers should therefore be lower than that for DNSs, and therefore their enrichment contribution in GCs should be subdoinant.
As anticipated, we find that enrichment fractions are sensitive to the assumptions made in population modeling. Notably, certain models (Models A and C) result in enrichment fractions that are far too low to be compatible with the rprocess enhancement observed in GCs. Assuming NSMs are the primary mechanism for this enhancement, this provides a unique constraint on the intricacies of binary evolution that lead to DNSs. We discuss implications of each model's enrichment fraction in Section 4.1.
For a given population model, the enrichment fractions generally increase with increasing mass and cluster size. Increasing R vir from 1 pc to 10 pc increases the enrichment fraction in most models by a factor of ≈ 4. The enrichment fractions are typically ≈ 2 times larger for M c = 10 6 M compared to M c = 5 × 10 5 M ; though the change in M c affects the GC escape velocity, the primary contribution to f enrich comes instead from the increased number of potential DNS progenitors, which scales linearly with M c . However, as one pushes to extreme assumptions about the initial GC mass, this linearly scaling breaks down since many more DNSs remain bound to the natal GC. To this end, we also examined the enrichment fractions recovered when assuming an extreme assumption about the initial mass: M c = 10 7 M . In this case, regardless of the cluster size, Models B, D, and E all have enrichment fractions greater than unity (i.e. all GCs would have at least one NSM enrichment event). However, Models A and C still can only achieve enrichment fractions of 0.2 at best.
The enrichment fractions in Table 1 assume that a NSM must occur within the virial radius of the young GC in order to enrich the still-forming second generation of stars. However, it may be possible to enrich the stellar populations from outside the cluster environment, though this will lead to a Table 1 . Percentage of GCs that will have at least one enrichment candidate (100 × fenrich) according to the various population models examined in Figure 2 . The numbers in the table are for three representative sizes and two representative masses for the natal GC. In all cases, Renrich is assumed equal to Rvir. (2011); out of the 11 GCs in the catalog examined, 4 showed clear evidence of rprocess dispersion, 2 were ambiguous with small dispersion, and 5 showed no signs of dispersion.
geometrical R −2 reduction of r-process material available for pollution, assuming the ejecta is isotropically dispersed. We examine f enrich as a function of enrichment radius in Figure  3 for Model E. Enrichment fractions hit ∼ 20% at R enrich = 10 R vir and R enrich = 100 R vir for GCs with an initial mass of 10 6 M and 5 × 10 5 M , respectively. Though even these liberal values for the enrichment radii still struggle to match the observed enrichment fraction in GCs, certain changes to our initial assumptions can ameliorate this tension. For example, since f enrich scales linearly with the initial binary fraction, a higher initial binary fraction can act to increase these numbers further. However, Model C is incompatible with observations of enriched GCs regardless of the assumed enrichment radius and binary fraction, indicating that Case BB MT is necessary to explain r-process enhanced clusters in the NSM scenario.
DISCUSSION
In the following sections, we highlight the implication of GC enrichment fractions on physical assumptions made about binary stellar evolution, discuss how initial properties and star formation timescales of GCs can be constrained by such observations, touch on other possible mechanisms for rprocess enrichment in GCs, and comment on implications for other environments that have been observed to be r-process enhanced.
r-process enrichment from primordial NSMs in GCs
Model A, which allows for successful CEs with an evolved He-star donor (Case BB CE), has enrichment fractions of O(1%), well below the observed enrichment fraction of GCs (∼ 50%; Roederer 2011). Though the successful CE leads to hardened binaries that merge 10 Myr, the large systemic velocities of these DNSs cause them to escape the cluster environment before gravitational radiation causes them to inspiral and merge. However, in this standard BSE model the treatment of SN kicks immediately following a CE phase is not consistent, leading to systematically higher amounts of mass loss in the SN and amplified Blaauw kicks. This inconsistency strongly affects DNS post-SN orbital properties and inspiral times, and may also have a significant impact on DNS rates. Model A should therefore be considered as a fiducial model, for reference with regards to the standard behavior of BSE population modeling, rather than a plausible physical model. The treatment of mass loss and kicks is discussed further in Appendix A.
In Model B, we address this inconsistency by using the post-CE mass and post-CE separation when calculating the effect of SNe immediately after a CE event. This leads to systematically lower post-SN velocities and more DNSs surviving the second SN in general. Though the majority of DNS systems have post-SN systemic velocities greater than the escape velocity of the fiducial GCs, an appreciable number of DNS mergers still occur within the virial radii of the GC. Using our most liberal assumptions about the initial GC mass (M c = 10 6 M ) and compactness of R vir = 10 pc, we find that the enrichment fraction reaches a value of ≈ 25%.
In Model C, which implements a pessimistic CE scenario as in Belczynski et al. (2008) and does not allow for CEs involving an evolved He-star donor, we find almost no enrichment candidates. Regardless of initial GC size and compactness, f enrich is consistently 10 −2 ; the only enrichment candidates are those that proceed through a single CE are kicked into highly eccentric orbits from the second SN. This clearly shows that without some form of Case BB MT, NSMs are unable to explain the r-process enhancement observed in GCs.
Following Tauris et al. (2015) , in Models D and E we assume that Case BB MT typically proceeds stably (i.e. Case BB MT does not lead to a CE phase). However, as the mass of the donor star is always greater than the mass of the firstborn NS when considering DNS progenitors, stable MT will still cause the orbit to shrink. Since the orbital hardening is less drastic than if a CE occurred, we find lower enrichment fractions compared to Model B by a factor of ∼ 2 for Model D and ∼ 3 for Model E. The reason for lower enrichment fractions in Model E compared to Model D is the stifled natal kicks for systems that go through Case BB MT. This leads to less scatter in the post-SN orbital properties, a tighter trend in v sys -t insp space, and a slightly lower enrichment fraction.
Though the enrichment fractions for Models B, D, and E still fall slightly below the rough fraction of r-process enhanced clusters, we argue that, given the inherent uncertainty in a few of the parameters in our models, they are still consistent since they result in enrichment fractions that are order unity off from the observed values. For example, varying the initial properties of the natal GC affect these numbers; increasing R vir increases the enrichment radius R enrich while decreasing the escape velocity, and increasing M c leads to a larger stellar mass available for forming DNSs while increasing the escape velocity. Furthermore, the enrichment fraction scales linearly with the initial binary fraction. Though we use f bin = 10% for our fiducial models, which is based on presentday GC observations, the initial binary fraction in GCs may have been higher (Ivanova et al. 2005) . The choice binary fraction only affects the mass of the GC that goes into forming binaries; though the high-mass binary fraction may have even been 100%, it is the low-mass binaries that dominate the IMF and therefore contribute most to the binary mass sample. However, if the GCs had top-heavy IMFs (e.g., Marks et al. 2012; Kroupa & Jerabkova 2018) , variations in the initial high-mass binary fraction will have a greater impact on the enrichment fraction. Regardless, Model C can still never match the observed enrichment fraction even with extremely liberal assumptions about the initial binary fraction and natal GC properties.
Sensitivity to SN kicks and mass loss
Small natal kicks for some NSs at birth are necessary to explain the retention fraction of NSs in GCs (Pfahl et al. 2002) . These retained systems are predicted to form from ECSNe or the accretion-induced collapse of a white dwarf (Ye et al. 2019) . The retention of NSs formed in binary systems also depends on the Blaauw kick, which is anti-correlated with the square root of the binary orbital separation at the time of the SN.
As shown in Figure 2 , most DNSs born as a binary pair have post-SN systemic velocities that would exceed the escape velocity of young GCs. This is particularly apparent for systems that undergo Case BB MT, as even small amounts of mass loss in their extremely hardened state prior to SN will result in post-SN systemic velocities of 100 km s −1 . This does not conflict with the number of pulsars observed in GCs today since isolated NSs do not receive a Blaauw kick at formation -the natal kick alone controls the post-SN velocity and therefore whether or not it remains bound to the cluster.
Hardened DNS systems that underwent Case BB MT make up the bulk of the systems that contribute to f enrich . In their tight orbital configurations, the natal kick is typically small compared to the pre-SN orbital velocity, and the post-SN systemic velocity is mostly controlled by the mass lost in the SN rather than the natal kick that the exploding star received (Kalogera 1996) . Lower amounts of mass loss in the SN could therefore lead to more of these systems being retained, . Viable enrichment candidates from DNS systems which remain bound to the GC. We solely examine the effect of the Blaauw kick from mass loss in the SN; vsys is the post-SN systemic velocity assuming the natal kick is zero. ∆Mbar is the baryonic mass loss, such that the total mass lost in the SN is ∆MSN = ∆Mbar + ∆Mν with ∆Mν being the mass loss from neutrinos due to the collapse of the stellar core into a NS. NS masses of mNS = 1.4 M are assumed for both components. The solid white line marks the escape velocity from the half-mass radius of a GC progenitor with M = 10 6 M and Rp = 3 pc. The dashed white line marks an inspiral time of 100 Myr. Systems that satisfy these two criteria fall below and to the left of these two lines (in the white hatched region) and are viable enrichment candidates that remain bound to the GC. The diagonal hatched region assumes that ∆Mν = 0, i.e. there is no neutrino mass loss. The dot-dashed line and cross-hatched region assume that ∆Mν = 0.1 mNS, further constraining the possible combinations of ∆Mbar and apre. Systems above the dotted white line are disrupted due to losing over half their total mass.
thereby amplifying the number of enrichment candidates (i.e. moving the purple points in the left column of Figure 2 to the left).
In Figure 4 we show the impact of mass loss in the SN and pre-SN separation on the post-SN systemic velocity. For simplicity, we assume the natal kicks are zero and both NSs have a mass of m NS = 1.4 M , such that the post-SN systemic velocity reduces to an exact expression that is solely dependent on the orbital separation and mass loss:
The entire hatched region marks the pre-SN separations and mass loss that forms a DNS that is bound to the cluster and merges within 100 Myr. Stable Case BB MT can deplete the envelopes of the donor stars such that the mass loss in the subsequent SNe can be as low ∼ 0.1 M and harden pre-SN orbits to a pre 1 R (Tauris et al. 2015) , safely within the hatched region. However, regardless of the level at which the envelope of the donor star is stripped, mass loss from neutrinos during the collapse of the stellar core can lead to a nonnegligible contribution to the systemic velocity of the post-SN binary (Lattimer & Yahil 1989; Lovegrove & Woosley 2013) . The dot-dashed line further constrains the parameter space by assuming 10% of the NS mass is lost in neutrino emission during the SN; under this assumption bound systems that are viable enrichment candidates only reside in the narrow cross-hatched region of parameter space. Fortuitous orientations of the natal kick can increase the parameter space that will lead to DNSs with low enough systemic velocities such that they remain bound to the cluster. However, assuming isotropic natal kicks, this will only happen for a small number of DNS systems. Given how finetuned these conditions must be, we expect the f enrich contribution of bound, fast-merging DNSs to be small regardless of the physical prescriptions underlying Case BB stripping, with the bulk of the enrichment candidates coming from DNSs that are unbound from the cluster and merge before evacuating the cluster environment.
Common envelope prescriptions for Hertzsprung gap He stars
As seen in Figure 2 , the vast majority of viable enrichment candidates proceed through a phase of Case BB MT. However, the ability for binary systems to proceed through this phase is highly uncertain. Dynamical instability during RLO may lead to merger for stars without a core-envelope structure or a clear entropy jump at the core-envelope transition (Ivanova & Taam 2004; Belczynski et al. 2008 ). Model C enforces this, causing all stars that undergo unstable MT during these phases of stellar evolution to merge, eliminating the Case BB systems and thereby depleting the population of systems with short inspiral times and viable enrichment candidates. Without Case BB MT, systems seldom have the ability to enrich GCs; only extremely hardened systems that get kicked into eccentricities near unity merge quick enough and within the cluster environment, which would only be able to explain star-to-star r-process dispersion in ∼ 0.1-1% of clusters.
First pointed out by Ivanova et al. (2003) and more recently investigated in detail by Tauris et al. (2015) , RLO between a naked He-star donor with a neutron-star companion typically proceeds stably if DNS systems are to form, thereby avoiding a second CE and subsequent merger. In addition, VignaGómez et al. (2018) found that populations where this phase of MT typically proceeds stably are in better agreement with the Milky Way DNS population than models that allow for Case BB CEs. Tauris et al. (2015) provided fitting formulae that map pre-RLO masses and separations to their values following RLO (i.e. the values immediately prior to the SN) from their mod-els that find this phase of MT to typically proceed stably. 6 In Models D and E, we pause our binary evolution at the onset of He-star RLO and implement these fitting formulae to determine the pre-SN masses and separations. These models lead to slightly lower post-SN systemic velocities than the models which allow for the onset of Case BB CEs; in Model B the median post-SN systemic velocity for systems that undergo Case BB MT is ∼ 600 km s −1 , whereas Models D and E have median systemic velocities of ∼ 400 km s −1 and ∼ 200 km s −1 , respectively. Though these systems are less likely to be ejected, as seen in Figure 2 the majority would still exceed the escape velocity of a fiducial GC. Furthermore, Case BB systems in Models D and E have slightly longer inspiral times, which leads to slightly lower enrichment fractions than in the case where Case BB MT proceeds unstably. This is particularly evident in Model E, where Case BB donors are assumed to be ultra-stripped and have stifled natal kicks. In Model B, 73% of systems that went through Case BB MT have inspiral times less than 10 5 yr, whereas this number drops to 41% and 27% for Models D and E, respectively.
Overall, significant hardening of the pre-SN binary has a counteractive effect on the enrichment efficiency. Though hardened pre-SN orbits typically lead to shorter inspiral times, they also amplify post-SN systemic velocities; even if the natal kicks are small, high post-SN systemic velocities will be achieved through Blauuw kicks (Kalogera 1996) . This causes hardened systems to be more easily ejected from the GC. Larger pre-SN orbital separations will reduce the effect of the Blaauw kick, but will also increase the inspiral time. In the context of GCs, enrichment candidates are typically in the first of these regimes: ejected from the GC but residing in the tail of the inspiral time distribution such that they merge before leaving the GC entirely.
Initial cluster properties
The GCs with observed r-process dispersion have varying properties; both core-collapsed and non-core-collapsed clusters show dispersion, and present-day masses of these clusters range from ∼ 2 × 10 5 -5 × 10 5 M (Kimmig et al. 2015; Boyles et al. 2011; Leonard et al. 1992 ). However, since most of the Milky Way's GCs formed ∼ 10 Gyr ago, initial GC properties are highly uncertain. Observations of super star clusters, which are believed to be the progenitors of GCs, help to elucidate the initial conditions of these old stellar systems. These observations indicate that the stellar masses of GCs found in the Milky Way today are a factor of a few to more times less massive than they were at formation (e.g., Leroy et al. 2018) , and in some extreme cases 6 Though further phases of stellar evolution occur before the SN, they proceed on rapid timescales and any stable or unstable MT will not strongly affect the orbital properties of the pre-SN system. More massive natal GCs lead to more enrichment candidate NSMs due to deeper gravitational potentials (higher escape velocities) and, more importantly, more stars sampled from the IMF that can potentially form DNS binaries. In our analysis, we investigated two representative natal GC masses of 5 × 10 5 and 10 6 M . These assumptions are corroborated by numerical studies that find most present-day GCs to be a few times more massive at birth (e.g., Webb & Leigh 2015) . However, if working under the assumption that a particular DNS population is the true representation of DNSs in young GCs and that NSMs are the sole contributor to r-process enhancement in GCs, the inference can be reversed to place constraints on initial conditions of GCs needed to match the number of enriched GCs. Figure 5 demonstrates this by highlighting the regions of initial cluster mass-initial cluster size space that lead to the observed enrichment fraction in our population models; the hatched regions represent the fraction of GCs with star-to-star r-process dispersion according to the sample from Roederer (2011) .
Assuming the enrichment event must occur within the virial radius of the cluster, this maps to typical GCs with a physical size of ∼3 pc (10 pc) and stellar masses of ∼ 5×10 6 (2 × 10 6 ) M at formation. Though this is ≈ 10 times more massive than the present-day masses of the GCs with observed r-process dispersion, simulations of massive star clus-ter formation do find stellar masses of up to ≈ 1-2 × 10 6 M (Tsang & Milosavljević 2018 , see also Skinner & Ostriker 2015 Raskutti et al. 2016) . However, the constraints on initial cluster masses from our modeling should be taken with caution, since many other uncertain factors (e.g., the initial binary fraction of stars) could also reconcile the slightly low f enrich values in these models. As of now, the theoretical uncertainties in the evolution of DNS progenitors currently prohibit any definitive statements about initial GC properties. If future observations of DNSs in both the Milky Way and via gravitational waves can further constrain uncertain aspects of high-mass binary stellar evolution, the enrichment fraction observed in GCs could help probe the uncertain initial properties of GC progenitors.
Extended star formation in young GCs
The timespan over which star formation occurs in GCs is uncertain, though typically believed to be O(10) Myr (Gratton et al. 2012; Bastian & Lardo 2018) . The primary drivers of this time constraint are radiation pressure and feedback from the SNe of high-mass stars, which proceed through the entirety of their stellar evolution in only a few Myr. However, other mechanisms have been proposed for redistributing gas within young GCs, which needs to be sufficiently dense to halt the relativistic r-process ejecta from NSMs and to form new, r-processed enhanced stars. For example, Bekki & Tsujimoto (2017) suggest that this may be accomplished through the conglomeration of AGB ejecta from 6-9 M stars, which can form a high-density compact gaseous region in the center of a young GC. This gas would begin to pollute the cluster ∼ 100 Myr after the initial burst of star formation, after the removal of gas chemically polluted by the SNe of high-mass stars.
We take a conservative star formation timescale of 100 Myr for most of the values presented in this paper, which is corroborated by observations of young massive star clusters (Vanzella et al. 2018) . Though the free-fall timescale of a 10 6 M molecular cloud about 10 pc in radius is only ≈ 1 Myr, star clusters in general do not form from one single isolated cloud but rather through the hierarchical merging of smaller clusters. In this more realistic picture where clusters form hierarchically in turbulent molecular clouds with free-fall times of tens of Myr, it is not unreasonable for new star formation to occur ≈ 100 Myr into the cluster evolution as gas clouds continue to stream down the potentials of the newly formed clusters. Nonetheless, our results are largely insensitive to increases in this number; as seen in Figure 2 , few systems fall directly above the horizontal black line at t insp = 100 Myr, so increasing ∆τ SF has little impact on DNS . For example, assuming a progenitor GC mass of 10 6 M and virial radius of 3 pc, increasing ∆τ SF from 100 Myr to 1 Gyr increases the enrichment fraction by 1.2%, 4.6%, and 3.8% in Models B, D, and E, respectively. Therefore, cluster formation scenarios that invoke more extended star formation episodes will not lead to an amplification of enrichment candidates.
In contrast, results can change drastically if we decrease ∆τ SF . In Figure 6 , we show the enrichment fraction as a function of ∆τ SF for various assumptions on the properties of the natal GCs. Regardless of the properties of the GC, f enrich plateaus at ≈ 40 Myr, which is the median formation time of DNS systems in our models. For example, a value of ∆τ SF = 30 Myr produces only ≈ 4-7% of the enrichment candidates as ∆τ SF = 50 Myr across our population model. This is because the evolutionary timescales of DNS progenitors typically exceed ∆τ SF for ∆τ SF 30 Myr.
The steep buildup of f enrich at 30-50 Myr has important implications for when the redistribution of gas in the GC must have occurred by. Since most of the DNS mergers that contribute to enrichment are those that are ejected from the GC at formation and quickly merge, NSMs that are viable enrichment candidates must merge shortly after DNS formation. Therefore, for NSMs to be a viable scenario for r-process enhancement, star formation in GCs must be ongoing or rejuvenated at the time that DNSs form, ≈ 40 Myr after the initial burst of star formation. This criteria may be hard to accomplish using, for example, lower-mass AGB stars as the the mechanism for re-polluting the GC with gas ≈ 100 Myr after formation, and may indicate that another mechanism for r-process enhancement in young GCs is at play. 10 6 ) M , and different colors represent different virial radii for the fiducial cluster. Model E is used in this figure; though different models lead to different peak values of fenrich, the steep build-up of fenrich occurs at the same point in all models, as this is primarily determined by the stellar lifetime of DNS systems. The plateau of fenrich at values of ∆τSF 50 Myr is due to most enrichment candidates being rapidly-merging DNS systems that are unbound from their host cluster.
Alternative scenarios for enrichment
As demonstrated in the above sections, the NSM scenario for r-process enrichment is broadly compatible with the observed number of enriched GCs if star formation for forming the second generation of stars is ongoing at to time of DNS formation, ≈ 30-50 Myr after the initial bout of star formation. Though this may be possible, either through extended star formation or a redistribution of gas from stellar processes after the first wave of SNe heat and eject the natal gas, other scenarios that can contaminate the cluster with r-process material at early times may also be viable.
Various other astrophysical scenarios have been proposed for contributing to the observed abundances of r-process elements (see Kajino et al. 2019 , for a review). One such scenario is via the formation of a dense accretion disk during the collapse of a massive, rapidly-rotating star -the collapsar scenario (Woosley 1993; Siegel et al. 2019; Siegel 2019) . This scenario has also been suggested to be the cause of long γ-ray bursts (GRBs; e.g., MacFadyen & Woosley 1999) . Collapsars arguably better satisfy existing constraints on r-process enrichment and may overcome problems or alleviate tensions that enrichment scenarios solely based on NS mergers face (see Siegel 2019 for a brief discussion on some of the issues). This relates to issues of prompt enrichment at low metallicities (e.g., van de Voort et al. 2015; Shen et al. 2015; Wehmeyer et al. 2015; Cescutti et al. 2015) , and also to the high-metallicity stars of the Milky Way disk (e.g., Hotokezaka et al. 2018; Siegel et al. 2019; Côté et al. 2019) . Though potential concerns have been raised regarding the co-production of iron in the context of extremely metal-poor stars (Macias & Ramirez-Ruiz 2019) , this may not be applicable to r-process enrichment in GCs; given the total mass and metallicity of GCs that show internal r-process dispersion, many SNe likely occurred in young GCs.
Unlike enrichment from merging DNSs, the collapsar scenario is not susceptible to ejection from the GC due to large post-SN systemic velocities. Furthermore, as collapsars result from massive star evolution, they could occur within a few Myr of the initial burst of star formation, when natal gas is still present in the cluster environment and the first wave of stars are still forming. However, for this scenario to be viable, the rate density of collapsars per unit of stellar mass must be in line with the total stellar mass available to the young GC.
By assuming collapsars are the cause of long GRBs, the number of collapsars per unit stellar mass formed can be empirically estimated from the observed local long GRB rate. Assuming that the rate of collapsars (events per unit comoving volume per unit time) tracks the star formation rate ρ SF (stellar mass per unit comoving volume per unit time) with negligible delay (∼ few Myr), R coll (t) ∝ ρ SF (t), where t denotes cosmic time. Thus, one can write the total number of collapsars per unit stellar mass formed as
The collapsar rate is given by R coll (z = 0) = R LGRB (z = 0)/ f b , where R LGRB (z = 0) ≈ 1.3
−0.7 Gpc −3 yr −1 is the rate of local (z = 0) long GRBs (Wanderman & Piran 2010) and f b ≈ 5 × 10 −3 is the GRB beaming fraction (Goldstein et al. 2015) . This GRB rate does not include the separate class of lowluminosity GRBs (Liang et al. 2007 ), which likely produce only little to no r-process material at all . Employing the cosmic star formation history as reported by Madau (2017) , we obtain from Eq. (11):
This estimate also roughly applies to collapsars in our Milky Way. The estimate in Eq. (12) is unchanged when considering that collapsars and GRBs may only occur up to a certain metallicity threshold. Host galaxy studies of long GRBs show that they preferentially occur below a certain stellar metallicity and thus may have shut off in recent Galactic history (Stanek et al. 2006; Perley et al. 2016) . The metallicity threshold for collapsars is slightly sub-solar, and is thus not of relevance at the metallicities of old, metal-poor GCs considered here. Assuming that the estimate Eq. (12) also roughly applies to star formation in GCs, this would indicate that given typical initial GC masses of 5 × 10 5 M to 10 6 M , most young GCs could have of order unity collapsar events early in their cosmic histories. As collapsars tend to produce more r-process material per event than NSMs ), a single collapsar event per GC may be enough to explain the observed internal r-process dispersion of GCs (see Sec. 3.4) . This simple estimate thus indicates that collapsars may indeed be a viable r-process enrichment scenario for GCs. Future work, however, is required to provide a better quantitative estimate, which is beyond the scope of this paper. One open question is whether a collapsar event early in the GC's history can lead to sufficient inhomogeneity of its r-process ejecta into a new generation of stars to explain the observed dispersion in r-process elements. While this seems conceivable at first sight, future work is needed to address this question quantitatively.
Finally, MHD supernovae (Winteler et al. 2012; Thompson et al. 2004; Metzger et al. 2008 ) might provide another source of r-process enrichment. If MHD supernovae indeed occur at a rate of 0.1-0.3% of CCSNe as assumed by Wehmeyer et al. (2015) , we obtain in analogy to Eq. (11) n MHDSN ≈ (7×10 −6 -2 × 10 −5 ) M −1 , i.e., again order unity enrichment events per GC. Here, we have used the observed local CCSN rate of 7.05 +1.43 −1.25 × 10 −5 Mpc −3 yr −1 (Li et al. 2011) . However, when considering the three-dimensional stability of the magnetized jets that give rise to the fast-expanding neutron-rich ejecta in these systems (Mösta et al. 2014) , such events are challenged to eject significant amounts of heavy r-process nuclei . Additionally, if MHD supernovae did produce significant amounts of heavy r-process elements, the high opacity of the lanthanide material would be mixed with the 56 Ni of the supernova ejecta in a way that would likely be incompatible with present observations of CCSNe ).
r-process enrichment in other environments
Enhancement of r-process material in metal-poor stars has been observed in various other environments, including UFDGs Ji2016,Hansen2017 and the galactic halo (Hansen et al. 2018; Sakari et al. 2018 ). Similar to GCs, the enhancement in UFDGs is difficult to explain using the NSM scenario due to their shallow gravitational potential, and depends strongly on kicks and distance traveled prior to merger (e.g., Andrews & Zezas 2019) . Even with low kick velocities for DNS systems, the extremely shallow gravitational potentials of UFDGs lead to NSMs that are typically at large offsets from their hosts (Bonetti et al. 2019) .
Using the population synthesis models from Dominik et al. (2012) , which use the StarTrack code (Belczyński et al. 2002) , Safarzadeh et al. (2018) found that the only way NSMs can explain the enrichment in the UFDG Tucana III is if they proceed through unstable Case BB MT and form extremely hardened DNSs that merge before its post-SN systemic velocity causes it to evacuate the UFDG. However, the modeling in Safarzadeh et al. (2018) still found it difficult to explain the enrichment in Reticulum II from this scenario. From our population models, we find a similar tension in the NSM enrichment scenario for UFDGs; for Tucana III-like and Reticulum II-like initial stellar masses and r vir ≈ 4.5 kpc, we find that ≈ 6% and ≈ 1% of Tucana III-like and Reticulum II-like UFDGs would have an NSM enrichment event, respectively. This is in contrast with the ≈ 20% of UFDGs that are r-processed enhanced. These numbers are nearly identical whether or not unstable (Model B) or stable (Models D and E) Case BB MT is assumed; the reason that unstable Case BB models produce about double the enrichment candidates than stable Case BB models in GCs is due to the small physical sizes (and therefore the necessity for short inspiral times to merge before ejection) of GCs compared to UFDGs. This indicates that if the NSM scenario is the main contributor to r-process enhancement in UFDGs the onset of Case BB CEs is not necessary, which is in better agreement with studies that find this phase of MT to typically proceed stably (Tauris et al. 2015; Vigna-Gómez et al. 2018 ).
CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we examine the efficiency of NSMs at enriching young GCs with r-process material. The enrichment mechanism must occur relatively early in the history of the GC in order to pollute the second generation of stars. In particular, we focus on NSMs that are induced from dynamical encounters, and those that are born and evolve as isolated binary pairs in the GC. Our main conclusions are 1. Dynamically-hardened DNSs merge far too late to contribute to r-process enrichment; even when the most liberal assumptions about NS segregation are assumed.
2. For the primordial binary population to contribute enough NSMs enrichment candidates, DNSs must be allowed to proceed through a phase of Case BB MT.
3. The stability of Case BB MT affects the number of enrichment candidates in GCs by about a factor of 2; if Case BB MT typically proceeds stably we find NSM enrichment events in ∼ 2-12% of GCs and if it typically proceeds unstably ∼ 4-25% of GCs. This is in slight tension with the observed number of enriched GCs in (Roederer 2011) , which found in a sample of 11 GCs that ∼ 50% exhibited signs of star-to-star rprocess dispersion. However, this sample is not large enough to make definitive statements about the exact enrichment fraction in old, metal-poor GCs, and variations in the assumed initial cluster properties, binary fraction, and enrichment radius can further act to reconcile these numbers.
4. Significant stripping of the secondary DNS progenitor is required for the system to remain bound to the GC, such that the envelope mass prior to the second SN is 0.1 M . However, the hardest DNS progenitors, with pre-SN orbital separations of 0.2 R , will typically be ejected from the GC regardless of the amount the secondary was stripped.
5. Since most enrichment candidates are efficiently ejected from the GC and quickly evacuate the cluster environment, for NSMs to be viable enrichment candidates there must be dense, star-forming gas in the GC at the formation time of DNSs, ∼ 30 − 50 Myr after the initial burst of star formation.
If mechanisms for quickly replenishing the young GC with star-forming gas cannot be established, another mechanism for r-process enhancement in GCs is likely at play. The predicted rate density of collapsars is in line with the stellar mass available to a young GC, though a more detailed investigation of this scenario's ability to produce the chemical abundances observed in r-process enriched, metal poor GCs would be necessary.
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